Mercury Pocket
Magniﬁcation & text-to-speech
in your hand

Magniﬁer and text-to-speech
all-in-one

Imagine a pocket sized electronic
magniﬁer that will also read whole A4
pages and speak them back to you.
That’s Mercury pocket.

The exceptionally clear image gives vibrant natural
colours to pictures and unrivaled clarity to diﬀerent
coloured text on diﬀerent coloured backgrounds.

With a massive magniﬁcation range of 3 to 80
times, Mercury Pocket can cope with any size of
text. The touch-screen automatic focus
allows it to be used easily as a hand
held electronic magniﬁer when
travelling, or on its legs as a small
CCTV system when sitting down.
The legs fold against the back of the
Mercury Pocket for easy carrying.

Large 7-inch touch screen

Pocket sized and lightweight

Magniﬁcation x3 to x80 with
multiple colour formats
Scans and reads out in more
than 16 languages

Folded out reading legs
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When reading large blocks of text that can sometimes be tiresome, Mercury’s text-to-speech
reader is the answer. Mercury will read the text out for you in a clear, English male or female
voice. As it reads, a coloured highlighter tracks the words making them easy to follow.

The size can be altered using the two ﬁnger pinch open, or pinch closed gesture at any time, or can
be paused by touching the screen. One unique feature of Mercury is the ability to select the text to
be read, by touching the screen at the point you want to read from. This is
especially useful for letters where a letterhead can be disregarded, letting
you easily skip to the main content of the letter.
Use an earpiece or headphones for private listening or use
Mercury’s inbuilt speaker. Mercury Pocket comes
complete in an attractive felt carry case
with charger and manual.

Folded up with felt carry bag

Call to arrange your free home demonstration

For further information

Manufactured by Pamtrad, Wilford, Nottingham,
UK in conjunction with TrySight, Canada.
Tel: 0115 981 6636 email: info@pamtrad.co.uk
website: www.pamtrad.co.uk

Your local dealer is

